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Institutional Resource Regimes (IRR) Combining
Property Rights Theory and Policy Analysis 

1. Introduction 

The concept of sustainable development exists now for more than fifteen years (Brund-

landt 1987). It has been introduced in several national Constitutions and its implementa-

tion is under way at several levels (e.g. Kyoto protocol, directives of the European Union, 

national, regional or local policies, Agenda 21). However, environmental degradation re-

mains an important concern of most countries, resulting in recurrent problems of overex-

ploitation of resources such as soil, water, landscape, air, etc. (McNeill 2001). Despite the 

determination of general environmental quality standards, the overexploitation of the re-

source air is frequent (PM10 particles, ozone, nitrogen oxide, carbon dioxide). The qualita-

tive and quantitative regulation of water resources does not prevent pollutions of ground 

waters or insufficient residual flows downstream from alpine hydroelectric dams. Similarly, 

qualitative soil protection measures and land use planning have difficulties preventing soil 

pollution from agriculture or industry, promoting the cleaning up of already damaged sites, 

or achieving to slow down urban sprawling. 

How can this situation, which is widely shared by a majority of countries, be explained 

despite the implementation of environmental policies precisely supposed to solve these 

problems? Basing on the observation that actual public regulation of environmental re-

sources does not ensure their sustainable use, this article examines the additional dimen-

sions that need to be taken into account to get closer to sustainability. The aim is twofold. 

On the one hand, we propose a theoretical framework that makes it possible to analyse 

regulation measures and management practices of complex and competitive use situa-

tions from the perspective of sustainability (analytical approach). On the other hand, the 

analytical dimensions put forward by the framework provide insights into regulation meas-

ures that could be implemented in order to ensure sustainable uses of resources (norma-

tive approach).

The analysis of resource use regulations takes place at the crossroads of numerous disci-

plines. The proposed framework builds on the hypothesis that the conjunction of the ap-

proaches of political sciences (in particular the lessons taught by public policy analysis) 

and institutional economics of property rights allows to structure the most relevant dimen-

sions for a sustainable use of resources. It especially insists on the necessity to analyze 

the legal elements of the studied dimensions, because in democracies based on the rule 

of law, codified or commonly accepted practices, as well as rights and duties of the re-
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source users are one of the crucial characteristics of environment management. The 

framework has been designed in the first place for the analysis of such situations. The 

proposed global approach aims at taking into account significant issues which often re-

main overlooked, such as the extreme entanglement of resource uses in real life, the 

problematic reduction of multidimensional goods or services provided by the environment 

to commodities (monetarization issues), or their unsustainable uses which are due to po-

litically defined distribution of use rights on resources. A global approach to sustainability 

needs to consider the resource uses in a broader social and political context. 

In the first part of this paper, we shortly present the approaches of public policy analysis 

and institutional economics of property rights in order to highlight the most important is-

sues about resource regulation that these disciplines propose. In the second part, these 

dimensions are formulated in a slightly different way within what we call the conceptual 

framework of Institutional Resource Regime (IRR). The analytical potential of this frame-

work is illustrated with the help of practical examples stemming from empirical studies 

conducted in the last years in the field of several natural resources 

2. Basic elements: actors, institutions and resources 

Although the analysis of the interface between human societies and their environment has 

been formalized in many ways by different social sciences disciplines, the two dimensions 

of social organisation and technological development play a predominant role in many 

proposed models (Berkes 1996: 90). The abundant literature on common-pool resources 

takes over this formalisation and the analyses of the organisation of resource users by 

insisting on the importance of social rules which govern their actions (e.g. Ostrom et al. 

1994). In order to identify the dimensions necessary for the analysis of the regulation of 

environmental resources uses, our conceptualization starts from this distinction between 

the users of the resource in question, the institutions which guide their actions, and the 

characteristics of the resource. 

2.1. Resource users 

The consumption of goods and services provided by a resource relates back to different 

use configurations which differ from each other by the number of involved actors and by 

the homogeneous or heterogeneous nature of their uses (tab. 1). The transition from a 

situation of “single use” to that of “joint use” implies often an increase in regulation com-

plexity. It is primarily the analysis of joint use situations which requires to consider more 

than just the basic property right order, because such uses are, at least in the European 
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context, also regulated by an increasing number of public policies. Each of them is dedi-

cated to the regulation of specific goods and services provided by one and the same re-

source and used by quite heterogeneous actors communities. Such policies are often 

conducted by state agencies from various levels reflecting the varying geographical ex-

tension of such communities of users (local, regional, national or even international). 

Indeed in a situation of heterogeneous use, the different goods and services provided by 

the resource can be subjected to diverse property systems or regulated by different public 

policies. A compelling example is provided by Knoepfel and Wey (2006), who make an 

inventory of public policies with potential spatial effect and show that in Switzerland more 

than 70 federal policies produce outputs with a direct impact on the resource soil. 

Table 1. Classification of use situations (following the example of water) and positioning of the Institu-
tional resource regime (IRR) approach according to different resource use situations (Knoepfel et al. 
2001b: 16, after Young 1992: 103).

Types of uses 

Number of users 

Homogenous uses 

Use of a single good or service 

Heterogeneous uses 

Use of a multiple goods and/or 

services

Single user (or group of 

users)

“Single use” 

Example: exclusive use of a 

spring for the production of 

drinking water 

“Multiple uses” 

Example: building of a dyke pro-

tecting the community against 

floods and guaranteeing water 

reserves

Multiple users (or groups 

of users) 

“Common use” 

Example: sharing of a stream 

between farmers in the context 

of an irrigation system 

 Self organized common 

pool resources (CPR) regime

(as described by Ostrom 1990)

“Joint use” 

Example: Definition of minimal 

residual flows to be respected by 

a hydroelectric plant in order to 

guarantee the protection of ripar-

ian biotopes, as well the supply of 

irrigation water 

 Institutional resources re-

gimes (IRR) 

Moreover, the intrinsic characteristics of the different actors involved may vary. They may 

act pursuing private interests (e.g. commercial use, strategic stance of a local authority in 

favour of its financial holdings) or the general public interests (e.g. non profit NGO, patron 

of the arts, “classic” state actions). Furthermore, actors can pursue local (within the pe-

rimeter of the resource), regional, national or even global use interests. The emotional 

position of locals towards such actors may differ greatly, especially if they feel dispos-

sessed of some of their belongings through the resource exploitation process (e.g. rural 
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zones used for leisure purposes by city dwellers and opposition to “traditional” farming 

practices; effects caused by water users downstream from a given regulation perimeter). 

Finally, an actor may be either a physical or a moral person. In the latter situation, its ac-

tion depends on internal decision rules and procedures. 

Research practice demonstrates that the analysis of such very frequent joint use situa-

tions, conducted in order to produce knowledge about the regulation of sustainable re-

source uses, is much more complex than dealing with single use situations. This is one of 

the reasons why we had to introduce, from the very beginning of our studies, public policy 

analyses capable to conceptualize use rights or legally protected use interests rooted in 

public policies. 

Implications for the new analytical framework 

Up until now, many analyses of resource uses have focused on homogeneous use situa-

tions (e.g. literature on fisheries or on aquifers). Through their relative simplicity, these 

settings have allowed to develop models requiring only a relatively limited number of vari-

ables. However an analytical framework aiming at understanding a more representative 

range of resource uses must be able to capture the complexity of heterogeneous use 

situations (Edwards, Steins 1998; Steins, Edwards 1999). Despite being the most prob-

lematic to analyse, these situations are also the most frequent (and the most challenging). 

Moreover, the very nature of involved actors must also be taken into account, because it 

influences and modifies their behaviour. We argue that the proposed institutional regime 

approach is actually capable to handle such complex heterogeneous use situations by 

simultaneously taking into account all of the regulations affecting the resource uses, 

whether they are based on private law or in public policies. 

2.2. Institutional rules 

In this paper, we follow Scott (1995: 33) in his definition of institutions which states that 

they consist of “cognitive, normative, regulative structures and activities that provide sta-

bility and meaning to social behaviour.” In this perspective, institutions can refer to formal 

rules, behavioural standards, economic and political structures or framework conditions. In 

the context of democracies based on the rule of law, we may mainly focus on the formal 

rules, i.e. we are interested in their definition, monitoring, implementation, change and 

evaluation in terms of their effect on sustainable use of the resource. Through its institu-

tionalized character, a particular institutional regime guaranties a certain stability allowing 

regularity and predictability of the modes of regulation of the resource and of the sanctions 

that accompany a failure to comply with them.
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Considering the broad spectrum of the literature dealing with institutions, it would be a 

research project as such to develop a classification of the different approaches analysing 

environmental regulation. In the paper, we content ourselves with a classification distin-

guishing between approaches centred on the role played by the State and those highlight-

ing the capacity of civil society to self organize. 

Approaches focusing on the role of the State 

The first generation of environmental policies has developed during the 1960’ and 1970’, 

although precursory policy programs appeared earlier (forest, water and to a certain ex-

tent air). Environmental policies contain all of the substantial and institutional elements 

relative to the programming and implementation of all different protection policies affecting 

the management of a resource. The different constitutive elements of environmental policy 

are (Knoepfel et al. 2001: 101 ff.): 

 The definition of the different collective problem(s) to be resolved based on the periods 

being analyzed, and the different objectives sought by the related state intervention. 

The design of environmental policy is often the product of a historical process involv-

ing the sometimes uncoordinated accumulation and sedimentation of the successive 

definitions of the collective problems to be resolved. 

 The logics of intervention (causal models), which change as a function of the varia-

tions in time and space of the definition of the problems to be addressed. The causal 

model defines the actors (target group) considered responsible for the existence of the 

problem and the modes of intervention believed capable of producing the desired 

changes in the behaviour of the target group(s), thus enabling the resolution or at-

tenuation of the problem and hence an improvement of the situation of those who suf-

fer due to the existence of this problem (i.e. end beneficiaries such as neighbours of 

polluters or their fauna and flora). 

 The target groups and the beneficiaries of the various public policies constitutive of the 

policy design that form, together with the intervening political-administrative actors, the 

"basic triangle" of policy actors. 

 The instruments (regulatory, economic, persuasive, etc.) produced according to the 

different intervention hypotheses and used in the implementation of the policies in 

question.

 The political-administrative arrangements involved in the implementation of the poli-

cies in question. These arrangements generally involve one or more municipal, can-

tonal and/or federal administrative services with a portfolio of various resources (e.g. 
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personal, money, law, time, etc.) and are more or less coordinated (horizontally or ver-

tically) through administrative procedures. 

 The actual outputs of public policies take the form of individual and concrete acts of 

application in the field of political-administrative legislative programmes (e.g. construc-

tion permits, water pumping concessions, prohibition of chemical substances, etc.). 

The effects of pubic policies are usually measured in terms of an observable change 

of the target groups' behaviour (reduction of emitting activities) and finally in terms of 

the expected improvement of the situation of the end beneficiaries (improving of actual 

environmental quality). In order to estimate these effects, policy analysts aim at creat-

ing a causal relation between policy outputs and measurable behavioural changes and 

quality improvements. 

Recent policy studies on the spatial implementation of environmental policy have once 

again demonstrated the predominant role of land property rights in explaining implementa-

tion failures. The conflict between public interests and private property, which is well 

known and documented by lawyers since the coming up of environmental policies in the 

seventies, has increasingly led to a "judicialization" of environmental policy implementa-

tion by administrative and constitutional courts. In Switzerland, the most prominent exam-

ples of this process consist of court decisions on the so-called material expropriation of 

land owners by the means of nature and landscape protection oriented public policies 

(Nahrath 2003, 482 ff). The same phenomena can be observed in the field of public 

claims to residual water flows downstream from hydroelectric power plants, based on the 

federal water protection act (Reynard et al. 2000). 

Furthermore, public policy analyses have demonstrated for a long time that in many cases 

the good ecological condition of natural resources depends less on environmental protec-

tion policies than on the effect of an increasing number of public policies that regulate and 

even promote environmentally unsound uses of natural resources, such as agriculture 

policy, energy policy or transport policies. These latter often render environmental policy 

efforts ineffective. Public policy analysts studying the regulation of competitive uses of 

natural resources must inevitably take into account both protection and exploitation poli-

cies.

Approaches focusing on the civil society 

New institutional economic concepts focus on the analysis of the efficiency of the institu-

tional mechanisms regulating the competitive use of scarce resources by individual with 

incomplete information and bounded rationality (North 1992). We draw here in particular 

on the theories of property rights which opened a field of research on institutions, actors’ 
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strategies and (political) processes of resource management. Institutional economics con-

siders therefore property and use rights as key steering factors: Coase (1960) assumes 

that the internalisation of external effects can only be achieved by a precise (re)definition 

of use and property rights. Only so can an efficient use and management of resources be 

guaranteed.

Property rights on natural resources with similar characteristics are referred to as a prop-

erty-rights regime. The classification of these regimes is based on different criteria which 

include title to property, organisation of exclusion, access control and decision-making 

processes within the regime (Bromley 1991; Libecap 1993; Ostrom 1990). A distinction is 

made in the literature between four classical types of regimes: no property, common 

property, state property and private property. In the case of private property, exclusive title 

to property is in the hands of private individuals. In cases of collective ownership, the re-

source in question is controlled and managed by an identifiable group, which establishes 

rules governing the use of the resource. Thus, common property can also be described as 

group private property. Property rights must be respected by all others who are interested 

in the use of the same property. As Bromley puts it (1991: 22), “it is essential to under-

stand that property is not an object such as land, but rather is a right to a benefit stream 

that is only as secure as the duty of all others to respect the conditions that protect that 

stream”. In practice, the enforcement of the rights is guaranteed by the state. 

The institutional economics literature shows that there is no theoretical or empirical justifi-

cation for the belief that the private property system per se is better than the other regula-

tive systems in preventing overuse of the resources (Bromley et al. 1992, Ostrom 2002). 

Only free access is unanimously condemned following the theory of property rights which 

states that rights on goods and services must be precisely defined to avoid negative ex-

ternalities. Although the debate tends to be reduced to the opposition between state vs. 

private property of natural resources, “it should never be assumed that private-property 

systems are superior to common-property or state-property systems in either an eco-

nomic, ecological or social sense” (Devlin & Grafton 1998: 39). The appropriateness of a 

regime in a specific case must be appraised in connection with the economic, political, 

cultural or geographical context of the resource system, as well as with its physical char-

acteristics. 

Many natural resource systems share the characteristics of common-pool resources

(CPR), the most evident problems of which are: (1°) the difficulty to exclude potential us-

ers from the use of the resource and (2°) the substractibility of the resource units, mean-

ing that the same unit of resource cannot be used by two users simultaneously (Ostrom 

1990: 31; Ostrom et al. 1994: 6; Ostrom & Schlager 1996). Studying long-lasting CPR 

exploitation system, Ostrom et al. stressed the importance of stable institutional arrange-
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ments regulating property and use rights on the goods furnished by the resource. CPR 

theory proposes different criteria of institutional design, which, if met, lead to a self-

organized institutional arrangement at the local community level (Ostrom 1990: 90). 

Historically the pursuit of stability in the rules regulating the relationships among citizens 

and with the goods in their possession represented one of the first field of action of mod-

ern States. This effort led to the setting of private law which, while specifying the rights of 

citizens in their relationships toward one another, also codifies the attributes of property. A 

formal property right in the sense of the Civil code grants the owner the right to access 

his/her property, to harvest its fruits, to manage it, to exclude other potential users and to 

sell it (according to the five dimensions of property highlighted by Ostrom and Schlager 

1996: 133). According to the Swiss Civil Code for example, “the owner of a thing has the 

right to use it freely, within the limits of the law” (Art. 641): the landowner is free to use the 

owned resource (and all the goods and services it provides) according to his/her own 

goodwill (even to destroy it), as long as no legal norm resulting from a given public policy 

restricts this liberty. 

Implications for the new analytical framework 

What general lessons can be drawn from CPR theory for natural resources such as they 

are exploited in industrialized countries? Environmental public policies can be bench-

marked with respect to new institutional economic perspective: according to the latter, 

traditional environmental public policies suffer from two major flaws which contribute to 

reduce their efficiency. Firstly, in many cases, the logic(s) of intervention of a public policy 

providing answers on how to solve what is socially and politically perceived as an envi-

ronmental problem only focuse(s) on the negative effects of the use of a particular good or 

service supplied by a natural resource. Such an approach results in public policies that 

focus on particular problems rather than on the husbandry of the resource as a whole 

(“problem-centred” policies rather than “resource-centred” ones). Moreover, resource uses 

are regulated both by use regulation, such as exploitation and infrastructure public poli-

cies, and by protection polices. Thus legal dispositions appear scattered in different bod-

ies of public law, which is prejudicial to the regulation of the resource because of the diffi-

culty to coordinate the different actors in charge. Secondly, traditional environmental pub-

lic polices make no explicit link to property and use rights. However, constitutional and/or 

civil use or protection regulations influence directly the impact of these rights by legally 

protecting some kinds of interests against others (e.g. the protection of a good supplied by 

a resource rather than its direct exploitation). Thus every change of these regulations also 

modifies the use rights of the target or beneficiary groups of the public policy. The result-

ing new distribution does not only create winners; losers tend to react in trying to curb the 
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reform process, achieving sometimes to make it come to a complete standstill (cf. process 

of the " judicialization " mentioned above). 

Institutional economics makes an important contribution to the analysis of resource man-

agement in drawing attention to the function of property rights as steering factors and ex-

amining the effect they have on the more or less sustainable use of resources. Although 

lessons drawn from institutional economics and, in particular, from CPR theory are essen-

tial, it appears overall difficult to apply this analytical tool to many exploitation situations of 

natural resource in democracies based on the rule of the law. Indeed, the institutional per-

spective ignores some important variables of the juridical and political system of these 

countries.

Firstly, use and property rights need to be analysed in the context of the resource specific 

public protection and use policies. Indeed, as expressly stated by the civil code, these 

rights hold only as long as no public policy reduces their scope. Property rights must be 

considered as part of a broader social and political context which includes the many public 

policies which affect the regulation of resource uses. Resource degradation can result 

from an insufficient coordination between these regulations (e.g. water quality protection 

vs. private land property allowing intensive agriculture which influence negatively surface 

water).

Secondly, CPR theory is based on the assumption of a homogeneous demand for local 

goods and services, i.e. concentrates on the simple cases where mainly a single good of 

the resource is used (e.g. water for irrigation, soil as carrier of pastures, fish, etc.). In this 

instance, if basic conditions are met, it is possible to prevent the degradation of resources 

on the basis of voluntary cooperation, i.e. without state intervention. As we have seen, this 

kind of solution is uncommon in European democracies having to cope with increasingly 

heterogeneous demands under the institutional constraints of the principle of the rule of 

the law; these factors dictate against local and regional solutions such as common prop-

erty regimes. Thus, guidance of heterogeneous, growing and increasingly competitive 

demands for resource uses is required.  

Thirdly, self-organisation may be facilitated by the state, whose main role is to enforce 

rules and grants the respect of rights. Although it appears difficult in some cases to find 

any formal traces of state intervention, it must nevertheless be admitted that self-

organisation is often made possible because of the “shadow of hierarchy” (Scharpf 1994). 

The institutional fundamentals such as the national and/or regional political system (e.g. 

the different institutional levels in federalist states), the dispositions of Civil Code which 

define property rights, the Penal Code, etc. need to be taken into account. 
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2.3. Resource unit and perimeter 

Figure 1 reminds us, that each resource produces different goods and/or services that 

change in time and space according to the requirements of its users. The quantities of 

resources available for withdrawal or extraction (to satisfy the needs of users in terms of 

goods and services) depends on the size of the stocks and the (variable) reproductive 

capacity of the resource systems ("fruits"). 

Stock

Good A

Service B Good D

Good F

Service C

Good E

Yield / 
available 

units

Figure 1: Goods and services (G&S) of a natural renewable resource. Source: Knoepfel et al. (2001: 18); 

Kissling-Näf and Varone (2000: 238). 

The withdrawal or extraction of these goods and services may lead to situations of exclu-

sion and rivalry or, conversely, to simultaneous, complementary and non-rival uses. For 

each natural resource, it is possible to list the goods and services extracted [Knoepfel et 

al. 2001: 65 (soil); 2001 : 105 (water); 2001 : 146 (forests); Rodewald et al. 2005: 56 ff. 

(landscape)]. Based on these lists, the researcher can then identify precisely the uses, 

users and, moreover, the rules that legitimize (i.e. authorize) or de-legitimize (i.e. prohibit) 

the empirical uses in question. 

The sustainability postulate requires the clear distinction between the sustainability of the 

resource (system) and the ecological, economic and social sustainability of its different 

uses. In reality, it is only possible to exploit the goods and services of a resource sustain-

ably if its reproduction capacity is not put at risk. Such an objective can only be attained if 

sustainability policies undergo a fundamental conversion – which they have hitherto 

mostly failed to do – from a logic of control and restriction of pollutant emissions (man-

agement and internalization of negative externalities) to logic of balanced management of 

the stocks and reproductive capacities of resource systems. Such an objective can only 

be achieved if all of the users jointly ensure that the quantities they extract or withdraw 
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from a resource do not reach the limit of the reproductive capacity of the resource system, 

a requirement that should in principle give rise to inconveniences for all users (the sym-

metry of sacrifices made being one of the conditions of social sustainability). Given that all 

natural resources today are at least in part the product of human activities, this objective is 

often only attainable if clear limits are set for all the appropriators and users concerning 

the quantities of goods and services that they extract, or if new incentives encourage them 

to contribute actively to the conservation of the resource through investments coming from 

human, manufactured or cultural capital.1

Implications for the new analytical framework 

The sustainability policies emerging over the past twelve years or so undoubtedly consti-

tute an important initial step in the direction of sustainability. However, in the majority of 

cases, in their current state of development, they are not in a position to guarantee the 

truly sustainable management of (natural) resources. In fact, there is a significant risk that 

the pursuit of social, economic and even ecological sustainability at the level of selected 

goods and services will ultimately lead to the non-sustainable management of the re-

source as a system. This is the case when the extraction and distribution of the resource’s 

goods and services are carried out on the basis of the simple logic of pollution limitation or 

internalization of negative externalities ("polluter pays" principle), i.e. independently of the 

estimated reproduction capacities of the different resource systems. 

These introductory considerations about complex and heterogeneous resource use situa-

tions, institutions characterized by formal property rights whose scope are limited by pub-

lic policies, and resource perimeters allow us at this point to formulate the main dimen-

sions of the analytical framework of Institutional Resource Regimes. 

3. Framework of Institutional Resources Regimes 

An Institutional resource regime (IR) refers to the ownership and rights to a resource, and 

to the restrictive provisions of public policies regulating exploitation and protection of natu-

ral resources. The central postulate of this approach assumes that the two steering di-

mensions are complementary and that both must be considered simultaneously to under-

stand actual uses of goods and services. In the first place, this discussion about IR is 

aimed at providing an analytical framework to understand empirical management prac-

tices. However, it must be pointed out that this framework can also be used in a normative 

                                                

1 According to the terminology of the World Bank [World Bank 1995]. Cf. Knoepfel [2005b]. 
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perspective in order to promote sustainability while improving the coherence of the regula-

tion (both in terms of formal property rights and public policies) affecting the different

goods and services. 

The IR framework bases upon the following four propositions (principles): 

(1°) It combines an approach in terms of (formal) property rights (regulative system) and 

of public policies. For analytical reasons, these two dimensions are presented separately, 

although they represent in reality the two faces of a same coin. It is precisely the relation-

ships which bind them together that play an important role in defining the rules in force 

affecting resource uses. 

(2°) A right can only be considered as such if institutions can be found that protect its 

holder against other users potentially interested in the same “benefit stream”. In democra-

cies based on the rule of law, this means that a close analysis of the legal foundations of 

the regulative system in force is necessary. In this context, the analysis will concentrate 

on private law which defines the scope of each right.  

(3°) User actors can obtain use rights through acquiring civil property rights or through 

outputs of public policies permitting the use of certain goods and/or services of a given 

resource in a given time (e.g. air pollution, building) or transferring property right titles by 

concessions in the case of state owned resources (e. g. water). Thus, a building permit 

normally contains a use right on the absorption capacity of the resource air for heating or 

emitting CO2 or for one or more car. 

(4°) The IR has a direct influence on the condition of the resource in defining the field of 

the authorized actions that the holder of rights can undertake in terms of uses of furnished 

goods and services. Thus the IR framework postulates a causal relationship between the 

regime and the sustainability of the resource system. 

3.1. Public policy vs. formal property right titles (constituting the regulative 
system)

Formal property rights, such as they are defined in national civil codes, are the legal ex-

pression of the property relationship in the context of a given political and social order. 

They can only apply to a “thing”, i.e. to a material object. An element of the world which 

has no material reality cannot be the subject of a property relationship.2 Thus, in the cur-

                                                

2 The case of intellectual property is not very different in the sense that it only protects the form that 

embodies an idea. A concept or an idea does not come within the competence of copyrights. 
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rent legal order, there cannot be formal property rights on resources such as the land-

scape or the air.  

Formal property right titles rooted in the regulative system must be distinguished from use 

rights attributed by public policies because they normally are much more long lasting and 

very stable. In Switzerland their definition is based on the Swiss Civil code which has not 

been fundamentally changed since its introduction in 1912 and political initiatives aiming 

at changing their nature normally have a difficult job (in Switzerland there are only two big 

changes to be observed in the regulative system which consisted in the introduction of the 

horizontal property on flats in 1965 and the principle of compensation of fundamental re-

strictions of land property). On the other hand, public policies frequently modify, concretize 

or restrict use rights based on constitutionally guaranteed civil law property against or not 

against compensation payments. The Swiss practice concerning the so-called "material 

expropriation" essentially developed by the Civil Court demonstrates the relatively narrow 

leeway of action left to public policies confronting real estate properties compared to other 

countries like France or the Netherlands. Remember that also the civil law opens opportu-

nities to various limitations of formal property rights (servitude, mortgages). To the oppo-

site, the withdrawal or modification of use rights founded by public policies normally is 

much easier and does not call for compensation payments.  

Disposal rights are about the terms of transfer of the formal property title: they include the 

right to sell, the right to rent out, to mortgage, to pass in inheritance, or even to give away 

the property title on an owned thing. The disposal rights follow from the formal property 

right, in the sense that the one who owns formally a thing can also get rid of it. Neverthe-

less, there are legal instruments to limit the capacity of the owner to have the owned thing 

at his/her disposal: prohibition to divide agricultural land in order to maintain the viability of 

the farm, prohibition of foundations to squander their patrimony, but also impossibility for 

the tenant to rent out further the leased apartment, etc. 

The same is true for use rights (including management and withdrawal rights). They follow 

formal property rights in the sense that they represent their concrete manifestation. They 

consist in the different ways the proprietor or the holder of use rights can use the goods 

and services of the resource. However, the definition of use rights results from the combi-

nation of norms coming from private and public law. While private law establishes the ba-

sis for absolute property, public law tempers this absolute right, imposing a certain num-

ber of restrictions on possible uses. Use rights are more specific than formal property right 

titles in the sense that they usually concern only one good or service. All use rights do not 

directly follow formal property rights: they can also result from a public policy which create 

use rights and attribute them to beneficiaries which may not be legal owners. This situa-
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tion is common in the case of resources for which there are no formal property rights such 

as the air or the landscape. 

The shaping of access rights (as a specific category of use rights) follows the same logic. 

The owner of a plot of land has the right to exclude outsiders. In some cases, however, 

the right of exclusion is limited by public law (e.g. the universal right of access to forests 

and agricultural land, a clause of public law exceptionally figuring in the Swiss Civil Code, 

the legal right for the population to access all forests in Switzerland or the “allemansrätt” to 

access pastures granted by the Swedish constitution) or by private law (e.g. transit rights 

for neighbours or for the general public for specific plots introduced in the ground register). 

At least as far as public estates are concerned (e.g. streets, places, water ways), in many 

countries minimal access rights are guaranteed by constitutional rights such as the free-

dom of movement or of settlement. 

Highlighting systematically these different categories of rights in a particular resource re-

gime allows identifying the different actors involved in the regulative system. From a theo-

retical perspective, four categories of actors can be identified (Ostrom 1990: 30-31). 

These categories are not exclusive as the same actor can simultaneously belong to sev-

eral of them. The owners hold formal property rights on the stock as well as on the yield of 

a defined portion of a resource (plot of land, river stream, spring, etc.). In that capacity, 

they own (within the limits of the law) all disposal and use rights on the resource. The ap-

propriators (or beneficiaries of a given legal norm) take advantage of one or more use 

rights on goods or services furnished by the resource. They obtained these rights either 

directly from the owners, or by a mechanism of reallocation/redistribution provided for by a 

public policy. The appropriators collect a defined quantity of resource units, either for their 

personal use, or for trade purposes (supply to the final users or transformation in by-

products). The producers are intermediate between the appropriators and the final users 

inasmuch as they trade or transform resource units acquired from the appropriators. The 

final users purchase the yield, raw or transformed, of the resource. 

3.2. Regulation modes 

Figure 2 depicts graphically the different elements which make up an IR and, by highlight-

ing the relationships that link them together, shows the possible ways through which use 

regulation can take place.
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Figure 2. Causal relationships between the institutional regime (IR), composed of a regulative system 
and public policies (upper box), the actors who use the resource (middle box) and the condition of the 
resource (bottom box) as postulated by the IR analytical framework. The thickness of the arrows rep-
resenting the goods and services furnished by the resource is proportional to the intensity of their 
use. In a sustainable use situation, the capital of the resource (central circle) is not affected by the 
overall exploitation. Actors are influenced in their action on the resource by the rules in force, should 
they stem from public policies or from the regulative system. 

As shown in fig. 2, it is possible to discern four main ways to regulate uses of resources: 

(1°) Incentive regulation through public policies with no impact on formal property rights.

This involves the implementation of incentive-based instruments that do not have any im-

pact on the content of the property and use rights of a resource’s actor-owners and/or 

actor-users. This mode of regulation includes such instruments as information campaigns, 

the payment of subsidies in exchange for the desired behaviour (e.g. specific ecological 

services), tax relief (e.g. for cars fitted with a catalytic converter), etc.  

(2°) Regulation through public policy with an impact on formal property rights. This in-

volves the implementation of instruments with perceptible impacts on the rights of disposal 

and/or use of actor-users by means of clarifications (often restrictive) of the content of 

these rights. The most widespread examples of intervention involving rights of disposal 

are the restrictions on the circulation of property titles in the form of bans on the sale or 

purchase of these titles by certain categories of buyers (for example, bans on the sale of 
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agricultural land to non-farmers or on the sale of a plot of land to individuals intending to 

use it for the construction of a holiday property etc.), or restrictions on rights of rental or 

transfer of a property to people who are not suitably qualified to take care of it. Far more 

common, however, are the multiple and very varied restrictions on use rights such as, for 

example, restrictions on construction, on the emission of atmospheric pollutants or liquids, 

on harvesting (wood, rare plants and game), and on rights of access (to lakeshores, for-

ests and fragile biotopes). These restrictions are aimed at actor-users who hold formal 

property title or rights of disposal or of derived use (concessions, leases etc.). 

(3°) Regulation through the definition of the institution of property (Civil Code and Code of 

Obligations). This involves different types of possible modifications of the definition of the 

institution of formal property that have an impact on the scope and content of the disposal 

and use rights of all holders of such rights. The most important example occurred with the 

introduction of the Swiss Civil Code of 1907, which created a unified definition of property 

rights at the federal level and abolished in one fell swoop the old use and disposal rights, 

particularly in the area of ground law. More recent examples include the introduction into 

the Civil Code of the law of condominium ownership (1965) and the introduction of the 

new property regime (1969) through the “Bodenrechtsartikel” (constitutional guarantee of 

real estate property), which practically established the principle of the right of compensa-

tion in the case of material expropriation in the Swiss Federal Constitution.3

(4°) Regulation through the definition of the structure of the distribution of property titles.

This involves different possible forms of intervention of a general nature or, conversely, 

affecting a particular area whose objective is to redefine the structure of distribution of 

property titles. These modes may consist of both an intervention as radical as the privati-

zation or nationalization of land for all kinds of reasons (increased economic efficiency, 

efforts to counteract speculation or concentration and de-individualization of property 

ownership, security of supply, etc.) and a more punctual and limited intervention consist-

ing of formal expropriation (e.g. for the implementation of infrastructure projects) or tar-

geted public property acquisitions (due to an active property policy at municipal level). 

Basically, the decisions affecting public policies and property rights' titles may stem from 

public authorities acting at various levels of jurisdiction (from local to international). 

Whereas this becomes quite evident in the field of public policies often formulated or at 

least implemented at the local and region level normally decisions concerning (modifica-

tions of) the regulatory system are national or (exceptionally) regional ones. Nevertheless, 

the ongoing European and international integration will sooner or later also imply supra-

                                                

3 On this point, see Nahrath (2003a, 2005). 
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national actors in decision-making processes directly affecting national regulative systems 

(especially in the field of intellectual property rights). 

3.3. Extent and coherence of IRR 

Institutional regimes may be defined and categorized on the basis of their specific charac-

teristics, particularly with the help of the dimensions "extent" and "coherence". The abso-

lute extent of a regime refers to the absolute number of goods and services regulated by 

the regime at a given time. This measure does not allow knowing the proportion of goods 

and services regulated among those which are actually used. The concept of relative ex-

tent has been introduced to describe this proportion, which, if smaller than one, means 

that all used goods and services are not regulated by the regime. This relative extent al-

ways becomes lowered when new uses come into practice which are not yet regulated 

(e. g. new landscape uses emerging in the field of free land sports). Such uses will be 

regulated later on in order to avoid negative consequences of rivalries they induce with 

other goods and services in use. 

The criterion of coherence is based on the content and connection of the regulations es-

tablished by the regime. It presupposes, firstly, that the definition of individual use rights, 

created by the public policies and/or property rights, does not exceed the global quota of 

the goods and services considered extractable without putting the reproductive capacity of 

the stock at risk.4 Incoherencies between these regulations will be more likely to emerge 

as their number increases (i.e. elevated absolute extent). Such incoherencies may be due 

to regulations originating in the regulatory system and/or public policies or the connection 

between the two. Thus, we make a distinction between three types of coher-

ences/incoherencies: 

 The internal coherence of the regulatory system concerns the degree of clarity of the 

definition of the property titles or the use rights arising from them. While property rights 

are generally clearly defined for resources such as water or soil, they are far less 

clearly defined in the case of resources considered "ownerless property" from a legal 

point of view and in the case of resources that do not belong to the category of "mate-

rial objects" according to the Civil Code, such as landscape, biodiversity or air. For ex-

ample, incoherencies in the regulatory system may originate from the fact that there 

are more property titles or use rights for a single resource or a single good or service 

than resource units available or extractable in accordance with the definition of the 

global maximum quota. Such situations regularly exist in the case of the resource air 
                                                

4 In the sense of layer 2 in Fig. 1. 
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(e.g. unlimited use rights assigned with vehicle licensing certificates) or the resource 

water (e.g. the unregulated free pumping of water from the water table for private bore 

holes).

 The internal coherence of the policy design concerns the coordination between policies 

governing the exploitation and protection of natural resources. In the 1990s, this was 

frequently very weak and sometimes even non-existent (e.g. the contradiction be-

tween the energy policy and the policy for the liberalization of the electricity market). 

Conversely, contradictions within the same policy – for example, between the problem 

definition, the logic(s) of intervention hypotheses adopted, the choice of target groups, 

the definition of intervention instruments, the capacity for action of the political-

administrative arrangement etc. – are more rare. Incoherent policy designs normally 

produce regulations that are incompatible with each other in relation to the different 

goods and services. 

External coherence concerns the mode of connection between the two components of 

a regime. It is expressed particularly through the correspondence between the target 

groups of the policy design and the holders of rights in accordance with the regulatory 

system. This correspondence is lacking when policies address target groups that do 

not have use rights and whose eventual changes in behaviour do not have any real ef-

fect on the actual uses of the resource (e.g. minimum flow rehabilitation orders desti-

nated to local governments which are no more owners of the water property right titles 

because they conceded them to electricity power companies). Other external inco-

herencies consist in the relatively common case whereby policies simply do not have 

sufficient coercive power to actually restrict the use rights of the users of a resource. 

An example of this is the incapacity to impose the minimum flow rates stipulated in the 

legislation on the protection of water (institutional regime for water) on the holders of 

dam concessions. Another example is the capacity of land owners to resist the imple-

mentation of zoning in the context of landuse planning (institutional regime for land 

and soil). Empirical research shows that a good indicator of the external incoherence 

of a regime is the "judicialization" of the implementation of the policy design (Rothmayr 

2000, Nahrath 2005), and in the central role played by the jurisprudence of the courts 

in connecting the two components of the regime. Like court's decisions informal local 

arrangements might re-establish coherence within increasingly complex institutional 

regimes under the pressure of an increasing number of space related public policies.  
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3.4. Typology of IRR 

One of the major interests of the IR framework is its ability to describe theoretically as well 

as empirically the different configurations of institutional regimes. A simple typology distin-

guishes between four different types of regimes according to their extent and coherence 

(fig. 3). Within this typology we define as coherence the "external coherence" and as ex-

tent the relative extent. 

Figure 3. Typology of institutional regimes according to their extent and coherence (Source: Knoepfel 
et al. 2001a: 38). 

Non-existent regime: Situation whereby the resource does not have any kind of prop-

erty right associated with it or any kind of regulation of any of its goods and services 

by any kind of policy. Such a situation prevails, for example, when the need to regulate 

a resource has not been politically acknowledged despite the fact that the resource is 

subject to a range of exploitation. The empirical identification of situations involving 

non-existent regimes is only possible through the screening of institutional regimes for 

very long periods. Non-existent regimes may be encountered, for example, in the area 

of the resource air or landscape during the periods preceding the introduction of the 

legislation to counteract atmospheric pollution or prior to the constitutional recognition 

in 1962 of the need to protect the landscape.5 Like the other three regime types non 

existing regimes must be considered as a result of a political decision to explicitly re-

nounce collective action in the field of actual uses of specific goods and services of a 

given resource at a given time. 

Simple regime: Situation whereby a limited number of goods and services (lower than 

the number of goods and services actually used) are regulated in a coherent way; the 
                                                

5 Swiss Federal Constitution of 18 April 1999 (RS 101) (preamble and Art. 73). 
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coherence of the regime results specifically from the low number of regulations in 

force and, hence, the low risk of contradiction between them. Such a situation can 

arise, for example, following an initial effort to regulate a resource by attempting to co-

ordinate the uses of the resource that have led to rivalries between users. This initial 

form of regulation may consist, for example, in the adoption of initial policies creating 

de facto use rights (initial policies for the prevention of air pollution) or, conversely, in-

volve the creation of an initial body of property rights (creation of the Swiss federal civil 

law in the early 20th century) independently of the existence of any policies. Such a 

regime may equally be the result of the "disintegration" of a previously complex or in-

tegrated regime. Moreover, in many cases, the raison d'être of such regimes is not the 

protection of the resource, but instead, as shown in section 2, that of guaranteeing ac-

cess to the resource in the long term with a view to its economic exploitation or to the 

amortization of the operating installations required within a concession regime. 

Complex regime: Situation whereby the majority of the goods and services actually 

used is regulated, but in a way that is incoherent in part. This situation corresponds to 

most of the late 20th century regimes in Switzerland due to the extensive development 

of sectoral use and protection policies from the 1950s which are largely uncoordi-

nated. Such a regime may also be the result of the disintegration of a previously inte-

grated regime. Unlike simple regimes, according to the empirical data available, com-

plex regimes are essentially the outcome of a political mobilization that aims to deal 

with problems surrounding resource rivalry and reproduction, the resolution of which, it 

is assumed, lies in the introduction of more regulations governing the goods and ser-

vices of the resource in question. These regimes all involve more or less advanced at-

tempts to formulate quotas by use sector, at least at the level of the goods and/or ser-

vices regulated (e.g. imposing coercive air pollution emission reductions to polluting 

industries). From the perspective of resource economics, these regimes are character-

ized, however, by flawed mechanisms for the coordination of global quotas with the 

individual quotas (by use sector; e.g. regional air pollution abatement plants for highly 

polluted areas which do not contain total emission limits for the whole area for NOX or 

CO2 which must be considered as compulsory reference for fixing individual plant 

clean-up orders).  

Integrated regime: Situation whereby all of the goods and services produced by a re-

source and actually used are regulated in a coherent way. According to our research 

findings, such regimes remain very rare in the early 21st century. Examples in Switzer-

land may be found in the areas of landscape [Rodewald et al. 2005: 347 ff.; Gerber 

2005: 374 ff.], forest [Bisang and Schenkel 2003: 198 ff.] and water (in the course of 

getting more integrated [Reynard and Mauch 2003]). Such regimes are found, in par-
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ticular, where resources are largely in public ownership (e.g. forests) or under the con-

trol of a powerful collective actor (e.g. self governing CPR institutions [Ostrom 1990] 

like a Bourgeoisie or an Allmende association, or nature conservation organization 

such as Pro Natura). 

3.5. Central research hypotheses 

Two central hypotheses on the causal relationships between institutional regulation and 

(non)sustainable use of a resource can be derived from the INRR concept. 

Figure 4. The two main hypothesis of the INRR concept. Source: Kissling-Naef, Varone 2000:238; Nah-
rath 2003:35 

The first hypothesis (1) is based on the regime typology presented above. It presupposes 

the existence of a causal relationship between, on the one hand, the regime type (i.e. its 

extent and coherence), and, on the other, the sustainability of the uses made from the 

resource in question as well as the quality of the resulting reproductive capacity of the 

resource system. Thus, the closer a resource situation moves towards an integrated re-

gime, the greater the likelihood of creating sustainable use conditions for the resource.

Conversely, the less developed the regime is, i.e. the less elevated its coherence and 

extent (in particular relative), the greater the risks of over-exploitation of the resource.

More concretely, this first hypothesis can be divided into two secondary hypothesis deal-
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ing respectively with (1.1) “extent” and (1.2) “coherence”. The (1.1) “extent hypothesis” is 

based on the idea that the lack of regulation of the behaviour of actor-users, through a 

more or less precise description of use rights via public policies and/or property rights de-

fined in a regulatory system, risks engendering strategic behaviours that can lead to the 

over-exploitation of the resource during times of scarcity. The (1.2) “coherence hypothe-

sis” is based on the idea that gaps or incoherencies in the policy design and/or in the 

regulative system (internal (in)coherence), as well as between the two components of the 

INRR (external (in)coherence), constitute a major reason/cause of resource over-

exploitation. 

The second central hypothesis (2) deals with the opposite causal relationship which try to 

explain the dynamic of the historical development of INRR, as well as the major causes of 

regime change. More concretely, this second hypothesis can also be divided into two sec-

ondary hypotheses. The hypothesis stipulates that the more resources' sustainability as 

threatened the more we can expect tentatives to modify the regime by either enlarging its 

extents (new regulations for new uses) and/or improving its coherence (by introducing 

increasingly coercive mechanisms to coordinate the actors with regard to their use activi-

ties).

The first secondary hypothesis (2.1) deals with the way these dynamics of change will 

take and postulates that we can observe clear-cut "path dependencies" rooted in pre-

existing institutional constraints (especially: regulative system) and socio-historical data 

such as values, ideas and collective representations incorporated in social practices. 

These factors may lead to one of the following four types of possible ways such changes 

might take: (1) a property rights driven way where new regulations basically consist of 

modification of the regulative system (Civil Code; (2) a policy driven way leading through 

increasing use right regulations by all kinds of public policies; (3) a parallel way which con-

sists of a mutual adjustment of these two regulatory bodies and finally (4) a "non linear" 

way which does not show any pattern of coordination between on these two compounds 

of the concerned regimes. 

In Switzerland, we can roughly distinguish the following ways of regime change: 
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Figure 5: Trajectoires historiques des principaux régimes institutionnels (eau, air, sol, forêt, paysage). 
Source : Kisslin-Näf and Varone (2000 : 239) 

The second part of the second hypothesis (2.2) concerns the explanation of regimes 

changes. Relying on theoretical considerations stemming both from institutional econom-

ics (especially: transaction costs – e.g. Williamson 1985) and public policy analyses (ad-

vocacy coalition, windows of opportunity, policy learning, policy diffusion, convergence, 

etc. – Parsons 1997), we suppose that these changes might be induced either by external 

chocks (catastrophes, emergence of new technological risks, etc.) modifying the percep-

tion of scarcity and the use situation of a resource, changes of political paradigms (liber-

alization, privatization, etc.), and more or less objective and long lasting over-exploitation 

of a resource due to the arrival of new rivalries. 

3.6. Applications 

The presented conceptual framework of institutional regimes for resources has been sys-

tematically applied in several empirical research projects mainly conducted in Switzerland 

(resources water, air, land, forest and landscape – Knoepfel et al. 2001; Knoepfel et al. 

2003; Rodewald et al. 2005; Nahrath 2003; Gerber 2006) since 1999. It furthermore has 

been empirically tested and improved in a European project on water management (Eu-

wareness: Bressers and Kuks 2004; Kissling-Näf and Kuks 2004). All these projects have 

been financed either by the Swiss National Science Foundation or by the European 

Framework Programme no. 6 of the European Union. Furthermore, the Swiss government 

recently decided to establish real world integrated institutional regimes in two pilot areas 
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mainly dealing with the resources air (noise), land, water and forests which will start in 

summer 2007. 

In all these studies, the research procedure was basically similar: we firstly described the 

actual uses and users of a given (regional) resource in time and space over a long period 

of time (sometimes up to hundred years). Secondly, we precisely analyzed, on the level of 

each good and service of the resource in question, all regulations observable either in the 

relatively stable regulatory system or in changing public policies, in order to identify exist-

ing (or non existing) use rights attributed to specific use actor groups. Empirical field stud-

ies on the interaction between the various groups of users and the regulating political ad-

ministrative actors made it possible, in a third step, to define rivalries, attempts to regulate 

these rivalries and eventually institutional mechanisms of (more or less coercive) collec-

tive cooperation. On the basis of these data, we could identify ongoing changes of the 

extent and coherence of the observed regimes. This fifth step gave allowed the identifica-

tion of changes from one type of regime to another. Of course, the last step, based on 

data collected from the very beginning of the projects, consisted in identifying changes on 

the level of the resource sustainability (reproduction capacity) and of the economic, eco-

logical and social sustainability of the uses of the various goods and services in question 

(by means of commonly recognized indicators and related data mostly provided by local 

or regional administrations or corporate private actors). 

Up to now, empirical evidence reasonably confirms the two basic research hypotheses 

presented in this article. Our results especially demonstrate a clear-cut relationship be-

tween regime changes from no regime to simple regime or to complex regimes and posi-

tive changes on the level of the indicators for the sustainability of the resource (mainte-

nance of the reproduction capacity) and the uses of its goods and services. All in all, we 

could not find many movements from complex to integrated regimes, most regimes of 

Swiss resources still being rather complex ones. Nevertheless, a comparison between the 

resources water and forests with regimes actually moving into the direction of integrated 

regimes and the resources land or air (still highly complex regimes) confirms concomitant 

moves between regime change and sustainable development of the resource. Further-

more it seems that up to now increasing extents of the regimes, mainly due to the arrival 

of new public policy regulating emerging new uses are more important for sustainability 

improvements than the dimension of (more or less lacking) coherence (exception: land-

scape, where our results show the contrary). Notice that at least in the case of highly con-

flictual use rivalries lacking coherence becomes often punctually eliminated by court deci-

sions which show the increasing judicialization of resource regulations. 
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4. Concluding remarks 

The conceptual framework of IRR rooted in analytical dimensions derived from actor us-

ers, institutions, guiding their resource uses and characteristics of the resource use situa-

tion today can be considered as a robust framework for analyzing and explaining key ele-

ments of the degree of sustainability of natural resources and of the uses of their goods 

and services. It has proved to be applicable for the description and explanation of increas-

ingly joint use resource situations in democratic countries based on the rule of law for 

which the CPR framework is less useful because it neglects to take into account the in-

creasing number of public policy outputs which actually shape use rights in a similar way 

as constitutional or civil law based property right titles. It also overcomes the limits of 

(mainly sectorial) public policy analyses approaches which often disconsider the actual 

influence of non environmental exploitation policies as explanatory variable for resource 

degradations. Furthermore, the application of the IRR framework forces analysts and 

practitioners to look closely at regulations and use rights at work, because the latter often 

differ from one another although analysts tend to put them all in the same rather fuzzy 

category of "property rights". Indeed, in reality there exist more or less resistant use rights, 

whose modification may or may not lead to claims for compensation and which therefore 

can block the implementation of public policies in a more or less effective way. 

By considering simultaneously use rights rooted in property right titles of civil law and in 

public policies, the framework of IRR demonstrates that these two regulatory bodies are 

just the two faces of the same coin which is (more or less sustainable) natural resource 

use regulation. Putting them into interaction not only allows bringing together scientific and 

practitioners communities, which normally act in a very separate way (e. g. real estate 

managers and landuse planers; civil and public lawyers; policy analysts and institutional 

economics), but also opens up interesting ways for practical regime engineering which 

inevitably cannot simply privilege reforms of property rights by disconsidering public poli-

cies governing the same resources or, vice versa, work only on reformulating public poli-

cies.

Further research will be necessary to refine and complete the presented framework (es-

pecially when applied to non material resources like landscapes or to man-made re-

sources like infrastructural facilities or building stocks). Such a need exists especially with 

regard to the sometimes controversial relationship between local, regional, national and 

international use regulations both built in vertically more or less fragmented public policies 

or internally incoherent multilayer regulatory systems (local definitions of existing use right 

titles versus – deviating – national or international definitions). Furthermore, applications 

of the concept in countries with a less developed rule of the law tradition will inevitably 

show the need of including informal regulations more thoroughly. 
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